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sunADAM : a software sjmulation 
of the Adaptive, Dynamic and Associative Memory model 

for the Sun Workstation 

SunADAM is a simulation of the ADAM memory model [1] [2] applied to the problem 
of visual word recognition, and implemented on a Sun Workstation. lts general purpose 
is to face the theoretica! memory model with real-world constraints, in order to improve it 
accordingly. It may also be considered as a tool for testing some psychological 
assumptions conceming perception and lexical access, involving a scanning process of the 
input pattem. 

SunADAM is written in the C programming language [3], completed by graphical 
routines belonging to the SunView environment [4]. 

This technica! report is meant to help anyone use SunADAM, or modify it ( provided 
some knowledge of the C language ). It begins with a tutorial introduction to the ADAM 
model, and then tackles the technica! aspects of its implementation. 

1. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE A.D.A.M. MODEL 

For a machine to possibly identify some of the signals that propagate in its environment, 
algorithmic methods of Pattem Recognition have been developed, which are usually based on 
the same processing principle. This so called template matching principle is supported by a 
statie memory, of the computer type, inside which the intemal representations of patterns 
consist of a set of numbers. The required transformation of pattems into numbers ( or 
parameters ) is performed by a pre-processing module separated from the rest of the system. 

The treatment involves two clistinct phases. First, internal representations of a corpus of 
pattems are stored in memory during a preliminary training session. The recognition phase 
then implies a series of comparisons between the intemal representation of the unknown pattem 
and each representation ( or reference )of the known pattems. It is the closest reference to the 
unknown representation which is assimilated to it. 

Many problems still remain unsolved with this algorithmic approach. The kind of 
pattems treated by current systems are quite simple, compared with the complexity of the 
numerous real world signals processed instantaneously by the nervous system. No artificial 
system can presently reach the same level of accuracy in dealing with the variability and overlap 
of real signals. This is the reason why it may be tried to investigate solutions brought in by the 
nervous system, in order to design artificial machines based on amore "natural" memory than 
the computer's one. 



1.1 Guided propagation of signals along memory pathways 

Consider a dynamic memory which continuously generates a flow of signals. Assume 
that these signals may propagate in parallel along many memory pathways (Fig. 1 af). If each 
pathway is specifically associated with an aspect of a given pattem, any unknown pattem will 

be recognized if its occurrence results in the selective prQpa~atiQn Qf intemal si~nals alQn~ the 
pathways it is associated with. For the intemal propagation to become then more selective 
along this cross bundle of pathways, a second set of pathways (afferent bundle) is 

brought into play, which conveys discrete signals extracted from pattems in process of time. 
These incoming signals are assigned the guiding of intemal signals during their propagation 
along the memory pathways, according to the guided propagation mechanism ( Fig. 1 c/ 
dl). A third structural component participates in the selection of a memory pathway from 
among the other elements of the cross bundle : these pathways are connected through 
bidirectional inhibitory links, so that the more stimulated pathways inhibit the other ones. 

1.2. The processing units 

Interaction between the intemal and the incoming flows of si4tnals must be regulated in 

order to synchronize and balance the respective contribution of these two flows. 
For that purpose, a processing unit (or cell) is introduced at each intersection point 

between the two bundles of pathways involved in the treatment. Thus, a processing unit can 

receive two kinds of input: 

- an intemal signal, transmitted by the cross bundle, 
- incoming signals conveyed by the afferent bundle. 

A way to implement the guided propagation mechanism is to enhance propagation along 
the memory pathways were intemal signals cQincide with incoming signals. This involves a 
good synchronization between the two flows, which can be obtained by settling time-delays at 
the level of each unit input. In this way, the coincidence of intemal and incoming signals can 
be increased in an adaptive manner [5]. Coincidence is then evaluated by providing the unit 
with a decision threshold. The value of this threshold is such that, in the early functioning of 
the unit, both kinds of signals are necessary for the threshold to be reached ( B area of Fig. 3 ). 

Beside the use of time-delays, the selective stimulation of a single pathway can be 

implemented by means of weights assigned to the unit inputs. An important parameter is then 
the ratio between the weighted contribution of an intemal signal and the weighted contribution 
of the stimuli. By regulating properly this parameter, propagation can be controlled at the level 



of each processing unit. For instance, it can be chosen so that only stimuli are not able to reach 
the decision threshold without the simultaneous action of an intemal signal ( Fig. 2). 

1.3. Architecture of the system 

The architecture of the system derives from the insertion of processing units in the 
memory organization sketched in Fig. 1. It thus appears as a network, inside which processing 
units play specific parts. 

In first place, the spontaneous propagation of intemal signals has to be initiated 
somewhere, at the memory location where pathways begin. The part of the corresponding 
root unit consists in providing its children nodes with a signal of infinite duration. 

In second place, Feature-Detectors simply respond to the occurrence of specific 
pattern characteristics. When active, Feature detectors stimulate selectively the spontaneous 
propagation that occurs inside the next deeper layer of the network, toward another set of 
Feature Detectors associated with higher level pattem characteristics (see Fig. 1). Feature 
detectors form the interface between the network layers, or between the network and the outside 
world (input and output units). 

In third place, the largest population of units (Context Dependent units) can be found 
inside the network layers, at each point of intersection between the intemal cross bundle of 
memory pathways and the afferent bundle. 

The basic architecture (or module) of a layer can integrate any sequence of discrete 
signals occurrin~ at discrete locations along a spatial dimension of memory. Consequently, 
different characteristics of a given pattem can be processed simultaneously by parallel modules 
inside each layer, provided that pattem characteristics can be transformed into the required 
sequence of discrete signals. For instance, a 2-dimensional pattern (time and spatial or 
frequency dimension) can be characterized by different types of local discontinuities (onset and 
offset variations), processed in parallel by as many specialized modules. 

This modular architecture may also account for some constraints imposed by real-world 
signals on the system supposed to identify them: Because the spatial resolution obtained with a 
single analysis of a pattern decreases in inverse proportion to the tempora! resolution, some 
modules might be more dedicated to one dimension of the pattem. 

1.4. Appllcatlon to Vlsual words recognltlon 

In the framework of the present model, a visual pattem is quite complex, because it is 
made up of signals coming from many sources and possibly moving in a 3-D space. Tuis is a 
main reason for our present investigation to be restricted to the processing of statie 2-D pattems, 
such as visual words. 



For applying the present theory to such real-world pattems, the main task consists in 
finding a way to transform them into a representation compatible with the operating constraints 
of the memory model. The necessary tempora! dimension can be obtained through a scanning 
process which participates in the decomposition of a spatially extended pattem into a sequence 

of elementary signals. The selection of a few signals at each processing instant is performed 
first by taking into account signals viewed through a narrow window, second by implementing 
enhancement operators inside the network (lateral inhibition and short-term 
adaptation). 

The movements of the scanner depend on three factors: 

• hardware constraints, which restrict its possible investigation means; 
• a basic f eature-seeking mechanism; 
• knowledge about the pattem to be identified. 

The first two factors are fixed initially once for all, while the third factor evolves in the 
course of processing. 

Currently, the scanning window is moved from left to right, starting at the beginning of 
the visual words to be scanned. The elementary signals viewed through the window are 
distributed along a fixed spatial direction: y, perpendicular to the scanning direction: x. In this 
case, the scanning speed can change, but not its direction. Due to the consolidation of memory 
paths taken by propagating signals, the gradual increase in speed of the left-to-right scanning 

can be simulated. More precisely, the scanning rate must be synchronized with the propagation 
process inside the network; as letters and words become more familiar, that is: as their 
corresponding memory traces are gradually reinforced, the intemal propagation of signals along 
them is facilitated. lf the scanning rate remained constant, then the scanner would be overtaken 
by the signals spreading over consolidated pathways. Because of this, the command of the 
scanner's movement depends on the propagation speed of the signals inside the network, 
making the rate of information extraction related to the familiarity of the input pattem. 



2. SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING OF A CONNECTIONIST MODEL 

SunADAM consists in a set of simultaneous and interactive procedures working 

on different oqlects. 

2.1. The objects 

The objects manipulated by the program are defined by a collection of attributes that 

take values during processing. Part of these values are set at initialization time, while 
others are dynamically modified in the course of processing. The attributes are meant to 
record two kinds of information concerning a given object: the state of the object ( i.e. 
size, position, level of activity ... ), and its links with other objects. The first type of 
information is provided by real or integer values. Information of the second type stands in 
lists of pointers to other objects. For instance, the state of a given window will be 

described in the SunView environment by the integer values of the following attributes: 
type, size, location on the screen, state ( open or closed ) ... , while the address of its 
owner inside the hierarchy of windows will be given by a pointer. In the same way, a 

processing unit of the ADAM memory model will be described by the values of its 
propagation threshold, its level of activity, and other floating parameters; the other units, 

from which it possibly receives signals or to which it sends a signal, are represented by 
lists of pointers. 

- The ADAM objects 

The most elementary objects manipulated by ADAM are si&nals, which are propagated 
along memory pathways. These pathways are made of two other kinds of objects: ~ 

and l.i..nli. A pathway belongs toa certain module, owned by a wer of the network . 
Tuis hierarchy of 6 different objects is represented by bringing in lists of objects . In sum, 
a network consists in a list of layers; a layer consists in a list of modules ; a module 
consists in a list of cells; each cell owns a list of input links and a list of output links ; a 
link owns signals ( see Fig. 1 ). 

Objects are easily represented in the C programming language, by using structures. 
A structure is a set of variables grouped together under a single name. Any object can be 
defined as an instance of a structure that has been previously declared. The declarations 

and definitions of the objects manipulated by the program stand in the file adamO.c, 
which is included at the head of the first module adam1 .c at compilation time. Extemal 

references to items declared in adamO.c are contained in the file adam.ext which is 

included in the other modules of the program ( adam2.c, adam3.c ). 



• The Sun View objects 

Windows are the most important class of Sun View objects, comprising frames and 
subwindows. Aframe just provides a common framework fora set of non-overlapping 
subwindows, chosen in the main following types ( see [3]): 

- Panel subwindow, containing control messages and buttons, 
- Canvas subwindow, inside which programs can draw, 
- Text subwindow, for editing files. 

The graphical display of SunADAM consists of a base frame which owns three 
subframes and contains the following subwindows: 

- a control panel containing buttons for issuing commands: 
- a small canvas for viewing the available input pattern, 

- a canvas showing the scannin~ of the input pattern, 
- a large canvas displaying the dynamic building of the network and the propagation of 
internal signals along pathways, 

- a large canvas inside which are drawn the activity histo~rams of the processing units 
selccted by the user, 

- a text subwindow that collects information related to the current process. 

The control panel allows the user to select the following actions: 
select : selects the input pattern and of the network ; 
start : starts the process ; 
step : runs the scanning procedure step-by-step ; 
cont : continues the process ; 
pairam : displays the parameters frame ; 
ecfü : displays the pattern editor ; 
quit : quits work. 

Subframes are displayed on the base frame as their corresponding button is selected in 
the control panel. They are used to perform auxiliary functions : -displaying informative 
or confirmation messages, - modifying the system's parameters values, - editing input 

pattems. The pattern editor comprises a control panel, a text panel to be filled in with the 

name of the file edited, a panel inside which the user types in the words forming the 
pattem. 



2.2. The procedures 

2.2.1 Kernel routines 

The routines presented in this section after the main procedure perform simultaneously 
the 3 following tasks: 
- scanning of the input pattem, 
- guided propagation of signals through the network, 
- learning. 

Simultaneousness is implemented by bringing in an intemal clock and letting each of 
these processes run one more step at each clock stroke. Interaction between the 3 
processes must result in their synchronization , and possibly exchanges of messages. Tuis 
is performed through mail-boxes ( extern variables ) which can be filled in, or red, at 
every clock strokes. 

main() 
parameters : argc = number of command-line arguments the program was invoked with 

*argv[] = pointer to an array of character strings that contain the possible 
arguments 

actions performed : starts processing ( traitement() ) after having set the windows of 
the SunView environment ( init_interface() ). lf the program adam was invoked 
with command-line arguments corresponding to an input file (words to be processed) and 
an output file (history of the process), then the batch mode is activated through a call to 

traite ment_par _lot() . 

traite ment() 
parameters : none 
actions perf ormed : enters the main processing loop, inside which: 

- the clock horloge is incremented, 

- a processing step is carried out ( propagation_guidee() ), 
- SunView events are explicitely dispatched ( notify_dispatch() ). 

The loop is controlled by the indicator ind_traite, the value of which depends on the 
active or inactive state of the kemel procedures (guided propagation, scanning and 

learning). lnd_boucle indicates the current state of the overall process. 



Guided propagation routines 

propag atio n_spo ntanee() 
parameters : module = pointer to a module ; 
actions performed : activation of the root-unit of the module passed as parameter; 

generation of a signal toward its daughter-cells. 

propagation_guidee() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : one-step propagation of signals through the network; periodic 
scanning; periodic possible sprouting. 

propage_reseau() 
parameters : couches = list of the network layers 
actions performed: one-step propagation inside each layer, with a frequency depending on 
the depth of the layer. The more peripheral layer is processed at each clock pulse; the next 

deeper one is processed every N clock pulses, and so one ... 

propage_module() 
parameters: modules= list of the modules of a layer; 
actions performed : one_step propagation inside the modules of the list. 

propage_cellules() 
parameters: module 
actions performed: for each cell of module, 

- moving and integration of the input signals, 
- comparison of the input activity with the threshold, 

- production of an output signal if the threshold is reached. 

integre_signal() 
parameters : sig = signal to be moved and integrated 

tien = link along which the signal is propagated 

actions performed: the indicator sig->position is incremented to simulate the signal 
displacement. Toen, depending on the instantaneous position of the signal along the link, 

the following actions are carried out : 
- reset of the signal when its integration is finished; 

- increase of the destination cell input (cell_dest) within the onset period; the rate 

of increase depends on both the onset duration and the amplitude of the signal. 

- decrease of the cell input within the offset period 



- nothing , if the signal has not yet reached the end of the link, or if it is constant ( 
between the onset and the off set ). 

depasse_seuil() 
parameters : cell 
actions perfonned: returns TRUE or FALSE, as a result of the comparison between the 

instantaneous value of the cell input and the current value of the cell threshold. 

signal_sortie() 
parameters : cell 
actions perf ormed : 

- the cell input is passed trough the following threshold function which provides an 

output signal (cell->output) 

y = Asat ( x - e ) / Asat ( R + 1 ) - e 

where : Asat is the maximum value for an output signal, whatever the cell that produces 

it; 0 is the current threshold of the cell ; R is the current ratio between the contextual 
input and the stimuli input. 

- the calculated output signal is sent in parallel to every daughters of the cell; the links 
between the cell and its daughters are initialized accordingly, by attaching the output signa] 
to each of them. 
- if the cell is a feature-detector situated at the output of a layer, the following extra 
computations can possibly be performed : 

- activating a routine associated with the cell; the simp lest action can just 
consists in printing the label of the cell ( its number, or a literal label associated with it 
when newly-born; 

- reinforcing the memory trace that leads to the cell ; 
- re-activating the spontaneous propagation. 

inh ib_transversale() 
parameters : lien = link to the most strongly activated cell which is going to inhibit its 
sisters 
actions performed : send a negative signal to each sister of the most activated cell. 

adaptation () 
parameters: cell 



actions performed : simulation of a short-term adaptation operator which makes the cell 
inhibited during a refractory period that follows its firing. Tuis is implemented in the same 
way as lateral inhibition, by sending a negative signa! to the inhibitory link of the cell. 

scanning routines 

gestion_saccade() 
parameters: cell 
actions performed : filling in the array which contains the number of feature-detectors 
activated trough a top-down process (when activated without external stimulations). The 

corresponding items will be skipped by the scanner at the next saccade. The array: saut 
comprises as many elements as number of layers in the network. 

saccade() 
parameters : none 

actions performed : if the user has selected the step button of the control panel, the next 
saccade is postponed until next step. 
This procedure is effective only if validated by the propagation procedures, through the 

medium of a common array ( valide_saut[ type ] ). In this case, the position of the 

next item of type type (feature, letter or word) is searched by cherche_item(); then 

the scanner is moved at this position (deplace_fenetre() ), and the network input is 

activated (extraction() ). 

fin_de_page() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : Called when the scanner has reached the end of the page. In the batch 
mode (ind_batch = TRUE), the next set of words is processed. Otherwise, treatment stops 

until the cont button of the control panel is pushed by the user. The scanner is moved at 

the end of the page, its next position at the upper left side of the page is set ( nouv_pos
>X, nouv_pos->Y). 

cherche_item() 
parameters : x, y = current coordinates of the scanner 

type= item to be searched ( feature, letter, word) 

n = number of item of this type to be skipped + 1 

d = space from the last item detected 

actions performed: the nth item of type type is searched through a recursive process : 



cherche_item calls itself until the good item is detected. then, the common variables 
nouv_pos->X and nouv_pos->Y are brought up to date and the TRUE value is 
returned; if the end of the page to be scanned is reached without having found the item, the 

function returns the FALSE value and the end-of-page indicator ind_en__page is set. 

detection() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : The signals viewed through the window of the scanner are enhanced 

thanks to lateral inhibition (inhibition_laterale()) and short-term adaptation 

(adaptation_a_court_terme()). The sum of the signals resulting from these two 
operations is retumed. 

adaptation_a_court_terme() 
parameters: none 
actions performed : Signals entering the scanner are made discrete along their tempora! 
dimension. The array adapt[ ] contains the adaptation state of each of the H signals of the 

scanner. Once an event is detected ( positive variation of a signal i ), adapt[i] is set to 

0 until another event occurs (negative variation of the signal). An event cannot be detected 
when the corresponding value of adapt[ ] is null ( input[i] = 0 ). 

in hibition_laterale() 
parameters: l_act, l_inh = width of the excitatory and inhibitory areas of lateral 
inhibition 
actions performed: lateral inhibition between the signals distributed along the window of 

the scanner. Each signa! receives the positive weighted values of its l_act neighbours 

and the negative value of its l_inh next neighbours, according to the Mexican hat 
function. 

extraction() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : activates the input feature detectors, depending on the result of the 

detection process ( array input[ ] ). when input[i] = 1, the i nth feature-detector is 

activated (capt->amplitude = ACT_MAX ). Toen signals are transmitted to CD units 
of the first layer. 

deplace_fenetre() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : the movement of the scanner's window is simulated by first deleting 

the window at its current location (anc__pos->X, anc__pos-> Y) and then drawing it at 



the next location given by nouv_pos->X and nouv_pos->Y. 

renforcement() 
parameters : module 

Learning routines 

actions performed : the activated pathways of module are reinforced, which consists of 
increasing the connections between the cells involved together with the excitability of those 

cells. The list of Context-dependent units module->l_cell_l I is used for that 
purpose. 

dissolution() 
parameters : cell 
actions performed : acts in the the opposite way as renforcement(), by decreasing the 

connections of the links afferent to cell and its excitability. lf these values become lower 
than a given threshold, then the cell is removed from the network. 

extens io n_reseau() 
parameters: module 
actions performed : Sprouting of the network. for all the stimulations (->l_cell_l) 
coming possibly from many peripheral modules, it is searched for coincidence with signals 

propagating inside module. When such a coincidence is detected, the generalization 
process is triggered; otherwise, it is the differentiation process. A pathway of a given 
layer is finished when a space of sufficient length is detected. 

cherche_coincidence() 
parameters: cell_l = stimulating cell ( feature-detector) 

module 
actions performed: compares the emission time of cell_l with the one of each activated 

Context-Dependent unit of module ( module->l_cell_II). if an element of the list 
generates a signal at the same time as the stimulation occurs, this cell is retumed; 
otherwise, NIL is retumed. 

differenciatio n () 
parameters: module 

cell_l 
actions performed : builds up a new branch in the set of memory pathways owned by 



module (sprouting process). This mechanism corresponds to the creation of a new class 
of equivalence, or learning by differentiation. lf already started (m o du Ie
>differenciation = TRUE), the pathway is continued from the last cell created 
(module->cell_nouvL otherwise, the origin of the pathway is returned by 
cherche_cell_depart(). A link is made from this cell to cell_l. 

cherche_cell_depart() 
parameters : cell_l , module 
actions performed : looks for the cell which constitutes the origin of a new branch in 

module. The list of active Context Dependent units: module->l_cell_ll is scanned 
from the last activated cell, until a cell is found which verifies : cell_l I->t_emission 
< cell_l->t_emission , that is when the emission time of the stimulus provided by 
cell_l is posterior to the one of a C-D unit. 

finir_chemin() 
parameters: module 
actions performed : The pathway currently built in module is ended by a new feature

detector (reponse). This new cell is initialized and connected with module
>Cell_no uv. 

generalisation() 
parameters : cell_ll = Context-Dependent unit 

cell_l = Feature-detector 

actions performed: implements learning by generalization; cell_ll, which belongs to an 
existing memory pathway, is to receive stimulations from a new feature-detector cell _I. 

The threshold of cell_ll is modified accordingly (seuil() ). 

2.2.2. management of the network 

The routines presented in this section can be found in the file adam2.c. They are 
involved in the initialization, the preservation and the restitution of the objects manipulated 

by the kemel procedures ( adam1 .c ). 

charger_reseau() 
parameters : fp = pointer to a network file 

actions perf ormed : Loads the network represented in the file fp according to the 
following format: 



- the network parameters in first position, 
- the peripheral system, comprising possibly many modules, 
- each layer, described by some parameters and the modules it owns. The set of 

parameters describing the memory object are nested in a hierarchical manner. 

charger_syst_periph() 
parameters : fp = pointer to a network file 

in it_reseau () 
parameters : none 
actions performed : a new network is initialized. The C structure reseau is filled with 

values retumed by 3 functions : init_param(}, init_capteurs() which sets the 

network input, and init_couches() which sets the layers. 

in it_param () 
parameters : none 

actions performed : allocates memory for the structure param, the attributes of which 
correspond to the parameters of the network. The structure is filled with the values already 
stored in ****, before its address is returned. 

init_capteurs() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : Feature-detectors that form the network input are initialized. Memory 

is allocated for the module mod that will form the input of the network, associated with 

the structure syst ( peripheral system ). Each of the N_CAPT feature-detectors is 

obtained by calling init_cellule(), and then given a location in the network window 

through init_visu_cell(). The address of syst is returned. 

init_couches() 
parameters:none 
actions performed : Sets the layers of a new network. For each layer, a module is returned 

by init_module(), and connected to the modules of the more peripheral layer, from it 

receives stimulations ( list of modules : flot_entrant ); the root-cell of each module is 

displayed in the network window. The address of the list of layers couches is returned. 

init_module() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : sets a module. Memory is allocated for the module structure and some 



of its attributes: mod->cellules, mod->l_cell_l , mod->l_cell_ll ... The root 

unit mod->racine is retumed from init_cellule(). 

in it_cel luie() 
parameters : module, type 
actions performed : gives birth to a new cell belonging to module and having the type 

type: 

in it_sig nal () 
parameters : type = type of the signal to be set 

actions performed : Sets the shape of new signal, according to type. At the moment, 
only the signal amplitude can be dynamically modified during processing. Tuis routines 

sets the duration of the signal onset ( sig->T_onset ), of the signal offset (sig
> T _offset), and the duration of its constant middle part ( sig->duree ). 

2.2.3. graphlcs 

init_interface() 
parameters : none 
actions performed: basic initializations of the SunView objects, including: 

- Cursors, which indicate the mouse location on the screen. A neuron
like cursor is used for selecting objects drawn on the screen ( buttons, file names, cells). 
The window inside which is implemented the images bitmap editor has a brush cursor. 

- Fonts. A small font is used for displaying the label or number of the 
cells. The words to be processed by the model are written in the largest font available. 
Others fonts are used for displayed messages. 

- The basic frame base, which owns every windows managed by the 
program, including sub-frames. 

-The four windows that provide on-line displays conceming the current 
process (scanning of the page, sprouting mechanism and guided propagation, histograms 

of activity, history of the actions performed). lnit_visu_traitement() is the 
function called for that purpose. 

- The control panel and the two windows for selecting the files 

containing the input pattem and the network to be treated (init_controle() ) 
- The sub-frame for temporary displays of messages 

(init_messages() ) 
The sub-frame for editing the input pattem (init_edit() ) 

-The sub-frame for editing the parameters values ( 



init_controle() 
parameters : none 

actions perfonned : initialization of the main control panel panneau_controle 
containing 7 buttons for issuing commands ( see section 2.1. ). Each button defined in a 
panel item is associated with a specific procedure specified via the attribute 
PANEL_NOTIFY _PROC 

init_edit() 
parameters : none 

actions perfonned : creation of the subframe cadre_edition attached to the frame 
base, and used for editing input pattems. The three following windows are owned by 
cadre_edition : 

- The actual editing window (panneau_page), inside which words can be typed, 
provided that the cursor bas been moved above it. 

- A window (panneau_fichier) that contains the label: "File :", where the user 
can enter the name of a file to be stored or deleted . 

- A control panel (panneau_edition) allowing the user to issue commands trough 
some buttons: 

show displays the actual pattem obtained from the characters 
typed in the editing window. 

save stores the pattem into the file named in the bottom window 
delete removes the file from the file system and the lists of files 

processed by the program 
done deletes the editing sub-frame 

init_gestion_parametres() 
parameters : none 
actions perf ormed : loading of the fiJe containing the parameters labels. Initialization of 
the subframe cadre_parametres,inside which the window panneau_parametres 
displays the parameters labels and values. The values can be changed within some limits 
by the user through the keyboard. 

init_messages() 
parameters : none 

actions performed : initialization of the subframe cadre_message to be displayed for 
providing the user with some information, or for confirming a fatal command. The 
window panneau_message owned by the subframe, contains 2 items corresponding 
to the two lines of a message, and a confirmation item with three possible choices ( yes no 
perhaps ) 



in it_ visu () 
parameters : none 
actions perf onned : initialization of the windows background 

lit_fichiers() 
parameters : fichier = file containing a list of files 

liste = array of character strings that contain the names of the files 

actions perfonned : stores into liste the list of files (available patterns or networks ) 

present in fichier. liste may be dynamically extended or reduced by the pattern editor. 
lts content is displayed in the bottom right window of the screen. 

montre_image() 
parameters : item = button selected on the control panel of the pattern editor 

event = type of event that caused the selection 
actions perfonned : displays inside the image window the pattern edited by the user. The 
previous image is first cleaned. Then, each edited string of characters (line of words) is 

transfonned into the large font and written to the memory set of pixels pos_ligne, before 

being displayed ( peint_image() ). 

sauve_texte() 
parameters : item, event = selection carried out on the control panel of the editor 
actions perfonned: checks validity of the save command, concerning an edited pattern: 

- the presence of a file name nom_fichier written by the user in the bottom window 
of the editor, 

- the possible existence of a file already called after the new one. lf true, a confirmation 
for overwriting the existing file is asked through the message frame; the storage routine 

sauvegarde() is passed to the corresponding item of the message frame, in case of 
confirmation. 

The actual preservation of the file consists in saving the image (sauve_donnees()), 
adding the name of the new file in the array fich_ent[ ], and bringing up to date the 
visualization of the available input patterns. 

sauve_donnees() 
parameters : fp 
actions perfonned: Stores the image in the file indicated by fp. The image is displayed in 
the image window, and written in the appropriate format ( 8 hexadecimal numbers per 
line). 



sauvegarde() 
parameters: item, event = selection on the confirmation item of the message panel 

value = number of the button chosen by the user 

actions perfonned : saves the image if value corresponds to the user's confirmation. 

che rche_f ich_l i ste () 
parameters : fichier = name of the file to be searched in liste 

1 iste = list of files 

actions performed : Looks for the possible presence of the file fichier in a list. Thus, 

liste is scanned until finished or until fichier is found. In that case, the index of 
fichier in the array is retumed. 

supprime_image() 
parameters : item, event = selection carried out on the control panel of the editor 
actions performed : Deletes the file which name has been written by the user in the editing 
frame. Checks the existence of the file name typed in, and asks for confirmation through 
the message frame. 

quitte_edit() 
parameters : item, event = selection carried out on the control panel of the editor 
actions perf ormed : Deletes the edition frame. 

visu_parametres() 
parameters : none 
actions performed : makes the parameters window visible on the screen ( attribute 
WIN_SHOW = TRUE ). 

charge_valeurs() 
parameters: nom_fichier = name of the file containing values for the parameters of the 
model 

actions perf ormed 

nom_fichier. 

select_image() 

loads the array val_param[] with the content of the file 

parameters : item = element of the file panel (list of the files containing input pattems) 

event = signal produced by the user for selecting a file ( left mouse button) 

value = index of the file selected 

actions performed : loads the memory set of pixels pr_image with the content of the file 



selected by the user in the files panel. Draws it in the image window. 

select_res() 
parameters: 
actions perfonned : 

select_fichiers() 
parameters : none 
actions perf onned : carries out the selection of both input pattem and network files. 

restau re_fen () 
parameters : none 
actions perfonned : restore the content of the scanning window. The black pixels, 
corresponding to the activated feature-detectors of the network input, are replaced by grey 
pixels. 

rectang Ie() 
parameters : x, y = coordinates of the left-top corner of the rectangle to be drawn 

actions perfonned: Draws a rectangle representing the scanning window, using a XOR 

function. In that way, it can be removed later on by applying again a XOR between the 

rectangle and the input pattem, without removing parts of that pattem. 

peint_pixel() 
parameters : X, y = coordinates of the pixel of the input pattem 

couleur= color of the pixel 

actions perfonned: represents the pixel of coordinates (x,y) in the image window by a 

square of side: POINT in the scanning window. pr_gris is the memory pixrect (set of 
pixels) that defines the content of the square. 

peinture() 
parameters : xO, yO 
actions perfonned: displays the pixrect pr_page in the image window pw_page, using 

a batch procedure. 



Histograms 

dessaxe() 
parameters : x0, y0 = origin of the axes to be plotted 

actions performed: draws x-y axes originating at (x0, y0), of size LONGX and LONGY, 
inside the histograms window. 

visu_cel_act() 
parameters : ce 11 

actions performed : plots 2 segments in the activity histogram of cell, corresponding 

respectively to the instantaneous values of the activity level cell->somme_signaux 
and the threshold cell->seuil. 

indicel() 
parameters : canvas, event 
actions performed : allows the selection of cells drawn in the network window canvas, 
for their histogram to be plotted or deleted. If event has been generated by the user from 

the left button of the mouse (MS_LEFT), a new histogram is initialized in the top right 

window of the screen ( axes, number of the cell ). If event corresponds to the other 
mouse buttons, and if there is an histogram for the selected cell, it is deleted. 

display of the network 

visu_cel_res() 
parameters : cell, type, ope 
actions perf ormed : Copies the set of pixels type inside the network window, at the 

position cell->X_res, cell-> Y _res, using the logica! operator ope ( ex: PIX_SRC, 
PIX_OUX ... ). 

i nit_visu_l ien () 
parameters: lien = link between two cells 
actions performed : Represents in the network window a link between two units by a line 

segment. Coordinates of of the segment ends (lien->X_org, lien-> Y _org, ... ) are 

determined from those of the units to be linked (cell_org->X_res,Y_res, 
cell_dest->X_res,Y _res). The connection with the destination cell is represented 
by a dot plotted by visu_point(). Every time an intra-layer link will support 
propagating signals, it will be displayed again with a slight shift, in order to apparently 



increase its width; the shift depends on the orientation of the link (pente). An inter
layers link is just displayed when active. 

visu_lien() 
parameters : lien 
actions performed : Displays a link in the network window, by calling the basic function 

pw_vector(). Because the links carrying inhibitory signals must not be represented, a 
test is first performed to detect them ( they do not have an origin cell). 

visu_point() 
parameters: x,y 
actions performed : plots a small square representing a connection in the network window, 

at coordinates x, y. 

cherchel_pos_lib() 
parameters: x, y 
actions performed : Finds a free location fora feature-detector in the network window. 

Each possible position of a cell corresponds to an element of the line tabin_res[ ][y], 
where y depends on the depth of the layer. The x coordinate provided to the function is 
the x-location of the CD-unit that can send signals to the feature-detector. The position 

[x][y] is first tried; if already occupied, x is decreased until a free position is found. 

cherche_posl l_lib() 
parameters : x, y 

cou = layer 
actions perf ormed : Looks for a free location in the network window, to be occupied by a 

CD-unit. The coordinates x,y define the point from which the research has to start. The 

successive increases of x and y depend on a random value. When a free location is 

encountered, the extemal abcisse and ordonnee receive the corresponding coordinates. 

messages 

envoie_message() 
parameters : x, y = coordinates of the message window 

mess_ 1, mess_2 = character strings to be displayed 

choix = binary value 
actions performed : Can display two types of messages, depending on choix. lf choix 
= TRUE, a choice panel is displayed ( yes, no, pemaps) following a question found in 

mess_ 1 and possibly mess_2. In the other case, the choice panel is not displayed. 
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Figure 1. The memory pathways, along which 
a flow of internal signals spreads spontaneously. Afferent bundle 
This flow comes trom the origin of the pathways 
(left side of the picture al), and may reach some 
characteristic memory locations situated at the 
ends of this so called cross bundle of pathways. 
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b / The spontaneous propagation of internal signals is rendered more selective 
under the influence of a second bundle of pathways (afferent bundle) issued trom 
a bank of feature detectors (not represented). Each internal pathway can be 
stimulated by a sequence of discrete signals conveyed by the afferent bundle. 

(x1,t1) (x2,t2) (x3, t3) x2, t'2) 
C / d / 
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cl For instance, a signal coming at time t2 
trom the feature detector x2 spreads over many 
memory pathways. On the pathway represented 
by a heavy line, the contribution of x2 enhances 
the previous action of x1; on the other stimula
ted pathways , x2 does not occur in a favourable 
context, and thus remains inneficient. 

d/ When the contribution 
of x2 fellows the action of 
another feature detector, 
the signals propagating 
along the cross bundle are 
then guided along another 
pathway. 



Figure J:> The self-regulation of the two 
parameters Ej and Rj can follow the tra
jectory represented by a dotted line on 
the graph below. The left-hand point cor
responds to initia! values, which increase 
each time unit j is submitted to reinforce
ment. Consequently,the transfer function 
is modified as shown on the graph beside. 
When Ej is low, the threshold is close to 
the maximum input ( function in grey); as 
Ej and Rj increase,the threshold decreases 
and the max. input increases (dotted line). 
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Feature Detectors 
time t time t + dt 

Figure 2. The afferent bundle of pathways is issued from a bank of feature detectors. 
The cross bundle is issued from a root-unit which provides it with internal signals. 
Context-Dependent units intersect the two bundles. In the figure,the units represen-
ted in white do not receive any signals; the grey units are partly activated, but not 
enough to generate a signal. The dark units are activated by an internal signa! and 
incoming signals, and thus produce an internal signal. 
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